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ABSTRACT
GLYPH BASED SEGMENTATION OF CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY
CHARACTERS IN THE ”COLLECTED CHARACTERS” STELE.
by
David A. McInnis
Spring 2018
Text character segmentation is the process of detecting the bounding box position of
individual characters within a written text document image. The character segmentation problem remains extremely difficult for ancient Chinese calligraphy documents.
This paper examines a glyph-based segmentation technique for segmenting Chinese Calligraphy characters in the ”Collected Characters”. The glyph-based character segmentation pipeline utilizes a combination of well-understood image processing
techniques in a novel pipeline which is able to detect Chinese calligraphy characters
from ink-blots with a good reliability.
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Chapter 1
Background
Calligraphy has important historical and artistic meaning throughout East-Asia((China,
Japan, Korea)).[17] ancient Calligrapher Wang-Xi’s work is generally considered the
most important example of the practice[13]. Chinese calligraphy has historically been
etched into stone slabs called Stele’s. ”The Collected Characters[(Ji Zi Sheng Jiao
Xu)]” Stele is generally considered the best surviving example of Wang-Xi’s work.
Stone tablet Stele’s are not portable, and are typically transcribed into paper
by ink-blot for distribution. These ink-blots are bound into books and serve as the
primary distribution method of Ancient Chinese Calligraphy for hundreds of years.
Many hundreds of historical ink-blots have been made available to the public
through digital libraries such as CADAL.[6]. Only relatively few images have been
transcribed to a text readable format. The important historical nature of these works
motivates development of Optical Character Recognition(OCR) techniques such as
the Transcriptorium Project.[11]
Character segmentation is an essential and difficult part of the OCR process.[4].
Character segmentation is the process of identifying the bounding box coordinates
of individual characters within an image. Commercial OCR tools are optimized for
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printed characters in clerical script and perform poorly against Chinese Calligraphy
Ink blots.
Commercial grade Optical Character Recognition(OCR) applications such as Tesseract perform poorly when segmenting scripts lacking clearly defined text-lines[14].
Tesseract failed to detect even a single character when run against 40 pages of the
”The Collected Characters”. The irregular nature of Chinese Calligraphy ink blots
motivate development of a new segmentation algorithm. This algorithm must cope
inconsistent character size, location, and shape. Figure 1.1 highlights 4 examples of
difficult to segment characters.
Toshi Ueno developed a Discrete Cosine Transform technique for Chinese character segmentation[16]. The DCT is effective for regularly sized and spaced spaced
characters but character size must be known in advance before segmentation can
begin. See Appendix 1 for more details.
This paper adapts a glyph based segmentation technique previously used in the
Gamera Project[5]. Glyphs are areas of contiguous dark pixels present in a binary
image. The Glyph technique does not assume regularly sized and spaced characters.
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(a) connected characters

(b) varying
sizes

character

(c) collectors’ stamps obscuring character

(d) differing stroke density between characters

Figure 1.1: Chinese Calligraphy Challenges
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Chapter 2
Overview
Character detection is accomplished using an image processing pipeline[8] consisting
of 4 steps. Grayscale calligraphy images contain more than 1 million pixels which
are distilled down to a set of coordinates containing the bounding box positions of
individual characters. This down-scaling is accomplished using binarization, glyph
detection, filtering, and bounding box calculation.
• Image Binarization
– Binarization is a dimensionality reduction technique which transforms individual pixels from float numbers to a binary representation. Dimensionality reduction is essential to make the problem computationally tractable.
• Glyph Detection
– A glyph is an ”island” of connected dark pixels surrounded by an ocean of
white pixels.
• Glyph Filter
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– Non-character glyphs are removed using an Support Vector Machine(SVM)
filter.
• Bounding Box detector
– Nearby glyphs are merged together into bounding boxes representing individual characters.
Bounding boxes generated in the final step indicate the (X,Y) coordinates of
characters detected in the calligraphy image.
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Chapter 3
Binarization
Scanned calligraphy images are 8-bit grayscale. Images are binarized using the Otsu[9]
filter before being passed to the glyph detection stage. The resulting binary image is
passed into the glyph detection stage.
Grayscale images are characterized by a grid of pixels of varying intensities. A
pixel with a value of 0 is totally white while another pixel with value 255 is totally
black. Thus pixel darkness exists in a smooth gradient between 0 and 255.
The Otsu algorithm assumes pixel intensity exists in a bimodal distribution. The
algorithm exhaustively searches the pixel space in an attempt to find the value with
best differentiates the two modes of a distribution. The resulting number is used as
an image mask to produce a Binary image where the lighter mode of the image is
white, while the darker mode is black
Images containing pixel values in a multi-modal distribution are more difficult to
binarize without information loss. An effective thresholding strategy for multimodal
images is the multi-level Otsu thresholding technique[15].
Here a simple grid-based multi-level Otsu threshold is used. The image to be
binarized is broken into a grid of 25 smaller segments. A different Otsu threshold is
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calculated for each segment. These separate Otsu thresholds are combined to create
a checkerboard-like mask. This mask compared against the pixels of the original
grayscale image to produce a binary image. See figure 3.1 for an illustration of the
binarization process. The binary image produced after the multi-level Otsu threshold
image has less noise and better defined characters than if a single Otsu value were
calculated for the entire image.
The resulting binary image has a good compromise between character detail and
noise. This image is passed into the glyph detection stage for further processing.
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(a) Scanned Image

(b) Otsu thresholding mask

(c) Resulting Binary Image

Figure 3.1: Multi-Level Otsu binarization filter
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Chapter 4
Glyph Detection
Binarized images from the previous step are now transformed into glyphs for the glyph
filter step. Glyphs are commonly used in OCR applications[1]. Each glyph represents
a continuous ”island” of black pixels surrounded by an ”ocean” of white pixels. Figure
4.1 show how various glyphs come together to compose a single character.
Detected glyphs also include significant noise since even isolated single pixels are
also considered a glyph. The smallest 90% of glyphs are discarded as noise. Even with
the smallest glyphs removed many larger glyphs are not part of a larger character
and are thus classified as noise. The remaining glyphs are passed to the classification
filter for the next stage of computation.
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Figure 4.1: Character Glyph Extraction
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Chapter 5
Glyph Filter
Detected glyphs from the previous stage contain calligraphy characters, but also contain superfluous noise. This noise is removed using a Support Vector Machine(SVM).
SVM’s are commonly used for binary image classification[7] and are thus well-suited
for the noise removal task.
A binary classifier is a trainable algorithm or mathematical model which is capable of performing predictions for unseen data based on labeled examples of similar
data[12]. Binary classification is a well-understood and intensely researched field of
machine learning[10].
An SVM is a type of binary classifier which uses feature data to construct an
n-dimensional space representation of the underlying data. The SVM then uses an
optimization algorithm to construct a set of hyperplanes used to differentiate the
positive examples from the negative examples. The resulting hyperplane model is
then used to make predictions on future unseen data. The SVM has an the advantage
over similar classification tools of relatively fast model training speeds and very fast
prediction speeds.
An image feature is simply numerical value representing some aspect of the clas-
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(a) Features All

(b) Features Filtered

Figure 5.1: Character Features Filtering
sification object. In the context of glyph classification a feature vector is one of 10
numerical statistics representing different characteristics of the individual glyph. Table 5.1 lists the different feature vectors used. Glyphs in training data are classified
as being part of a character(Positive), and not part of a character(Negative). Figure
5.1 demonstrates removal of noise glyphs near a character glyph. The learned model
can then be used to classify glyphs in the ”Collected Characters” to filter glyphs not
part of a parent character(noise).
The performance of a trained classifier is measured by precision, recall, and
accuracy[3]. Each performance aspect is graded on a scale with ”1” the best possible score and ”0” the worst possible score. The scores are related to each other. For
example a classifier with nearly perfect recall will usually exhibit very poor precision
and vice-versa. Thus a good performing classifier attempts to perform well in all 3
measurements.
area
minor axis length
local centroid x
Li threshold top

eccentricity
orientation
local centroid y

major axis length
solidity
Li threshold bottom

Table 5.1: Glyph Features
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Figure 5.2: SVM filter performance
1 0.97

performance

0.87
0.8

0.76

0.73

0.64
0.6
0.4

0.32
precision
CADAL

recall

accuracy

CADAL corrected

The SVM is trained against calligraphy characters downloaded from the CADAL
Calligraphy Database.[6]. The CADAL database contains over 100,000 manually
segmented Chinese calligraphy characters. The CADAL database was downloaded
used to train an SVM classifier for filtering noise found in ”The Collected Characters”
Unfortunately the trained classifier exhibited very poor recall(.32) due to quality
problems with bounding box placement. An audit discovered that nearly 8% the
characters were incorrectly boxed or not boxes at all. After these 8,000 problematic
characters were corrected recall improved to .87. Figure 5.2 details the improved
performance of the classifier before and after data validation.
After the SVM filter step is accomplished the remaining glyphs are delivered to
the bounding box algorithm for the final character detection step.
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Chapter 6
Merging Glyph Bounding Boxes
Glyphs received from the filter step have a high probably of being part of a calligraphy
character. However calligraphy characters usually consist of many glyphs located in
proximity. Therefore the merge step attempts to combine sibling glyphs into a parent
character.
Bounding boxes are calculated for all glyphs remaining after the filter stage. From
this point forwards only the bounding box location and size are considered.
Overlapping boxes are merged together. Large boxes which share area with smaller
boxes are expanded to completely cover smaller boxes. Boxes which are small and
distant from larger boxes are deleted. Finally, boxes which are small and nearby a
larger box are merged into the larger box. Each step of the box merging algorithm is
demonstrated in Figure 6.1.
Once the Glyph merge algorithm is completed remaining boxes now bound individual characters. The character detection phase is accomplished, and individual
characters can now be evaluated by other researchers.
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(a) character boxes after
feature filter

(b) Step 1: merge overlapping boxes

(d) Step 3: remove small
distant boxes

(c) Step 2: merge overlapping boxes

(e) Step 4: merge adjacent
boxes

Figure 6.1: Box Merging Steps
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This paper demonstrates a glyph-based character detection algorithm is effective at
segmenting the different characters present in the ”Collected Characters”. The detection algorithm performs well in the presence of noise and inconsistent stroke density.
Commercial-grade OCR applications are optimized for the written or printed word
and perform poorly on Chinese Calligraphy ink blots. This paper introduces a glyphbased segmentation image processing pipeline composed of binarization, glyph detection, glyph filtering, and glyph bounding-box merging. Figure 7.1 shows a calligraphy
page during each stage of the character detection process.
There are a great many styles of calligraphy[18]. This segmentation method only
works for calligraphy characters not intentionally written together. Characters intentionally written together will always be considered one single character rather than
individual characters.
The algorithm assumes characters are all roughly the same size. Images containing
both very large and very small characters will have the small characters removed as
noise. Additionally, non-character markings such images and drawings will be missidentified as characters. Document Layout preprocessing techniques[2] should be used
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before character segmentation is attempted
The glyph-based character segmentation pipeline utilizes a combination of wellunderstood image processing techniques in a novel pipeline which is able to detect
Chinese calligraphy characters from ink-blots with a good reliability.
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(a) Page with features highlighted

(b) Page with features filtered

(c) Page
boxes

Figure 7.1: Character Detection Steps on a Page

with

bounding
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Appendix 1: Discrete Cosine
Transform(DCT) character
detection
Toshi Ueno developed a Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT) technique for Chinese character segmentation[16]. The DCT technique exploits the natural grid-pattern found
in many calligraphy texts but has the disadvantage that character size must be known
in advance.
The method combines a DCT with a low-pass filter to remove high frequency
components of the Calligraphy image. The low frequency image is then reconstituted
using an iCTD. A hill-climbing algorithm is then used to separate the high intensity
areas from one another. The intersecting high-points represent the center detected
characters. The intersecting low-points represent detected character corners. The
process is outlined in Figure 7.2.
The DCT method requires predicted character size to be inputted to determine
the frequency cutoff. A correct character size results in very good segmentation. See
Figure 7.3. If the predicted character size is too large detected characters will be the
too large as in Figure 7.4. Conversely, a too small predicted character size results in
too many small characters detected, as in Figure 7.6.
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(a) Calligraphy image containing 40
characters

(b) image frequency domain

(c) Filtered frequency domain

(d) Reconstituded image

(e) Chars detected using hill-climbing
algorithm

Figure 7.2: DCT character detection pipeline
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(a) 40 chars present

(b) All 40 chars correctly detected

Figure 7.3: Expected Character size 40. All characters correctly detected

(a) 40 chars present

(b) 4 chars detected wrongly

Figure 7.4: Toshi Character Detection, Char size-100
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(a) 40 chars present

(b) 221 chars detected incorrectly

Figure 7.5: Toshi Character Detection, Char size-20
Figure 7.6: Expected character size 20: No characters correctly detected
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